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Greetings and hallo to all members. 
Spring is well and truly wlth us and hints of warmer days occur occasionally hare in Victoria. It has been a ml and 
windy time so far, but (stop press} October has brought us 150mm of welcome rain. 
Afull Newsletter for you this issue, with Tasmania and Queensland excalling themselves - most interesting articles, 
and sharing growing ideas7do appreciate hearing from you all. It was lovely to hear of Jennie and Liesbeth's 
meeting in the Netherlands in July. 
Do nmember that the hatter days are very stressful for plants in containers, some shade, frequent wateting, 
a shefiered spat and grouping plants together can all help. 
As this Newsletter is a full one, I'll include a full list of members' names and addresses in the February issue. 
If I have sufficient contributions and articles I intend to produca the next Newsletter in February as John and I intend 
to pop over to New Zealand's South Island at the end of February and early March. 
I take this early opportunity to send warm wishes to you all for Christmas and 2004. 

"Containers without Walls", from Geoff. Simmons, Elimbah, Queensland. 

Is this heading possible7 Not likely, but if one considers the definition of a wall and think small, even minute, a new 
perspective becomes possible. Below will be given some examples of Australian flora that exist in such a state that 
only a minute portion of the totality occurs in a cavity that is the conventional pot shape. 

For example: 
1. Lichens - these plants may be so closely associated wlth a rock that part of their growth may be in cracks or 
surface irregularities. The cultivation of lichens is not, as far as 1 know, very developed in the form of garden subjects, 
although articles may mention the use of sour milk for instance, to increase their growth on rocks. 
2, Mosses - as with lichens, these grow in niche situations. Some gardeners may have successfully nurtured these 
plants but my limited experience has been that placing them in a gardening mode, e.g. on a rock over a water- 
containing shallow dish, does not always bring success. As with many plants there must be a learning period. Moss- 
covered rocks and trees may be admired in a forest but this is no reason why man-made individual creations may not 
form part of the domestic garden scene. 

3. Ferns - Platycerium bifurcatum ssp veitchii is a classic example. This is a lithotropic fern so can be found growing 
naturally on rocks. But is "on" a true picture of the situation? Variations in temperature and moisture continually 
stress rocks so that crevices that hold organic and mineral water are constantly evolving. Hence some part of the fern 
can be said to be contained in the rock surface cavities. With several small rocks and a cement base holding them 
together in formation, such a fern may be grown as moveable as in an orthodox container. 



4. Orchids - probably the major group of plants to include in this discussion are the epiphytic orchid species, such as 
Dendrobium and Liparis. In these cases the roots are closely associated with branches or rocks. These can be grown 
apart from their natural locations, either in a conventional pot or on rocks or other substrata. 

A stretch of the imagination may be required, but from the above examples I reach the conclusion that it is 
not essential to have an upright or curving structure, or have a substantial cavity for growing many Australian plants 
even though they may not satisfy the usual idea of a container. 

What do other members think? Have any tried growing these or any other plant species in ways other than 
pots? 

Thanks for 'stretching the imagination' GeoR - I am enjoying the mosses now growing on the base of a 
couple of my bonsai. Apart from looking good on fheir own merit, they give a nice sense of proportion to my 'miniatute' 
trees - ed. 

I am delighted to have fhis article b r n  WIE. His nursery in Ridgeway (only 6 or 7km from Hobart city) sef amidst 
ChimneyPof Hilf and Badger Hill, and not far from the lover'y Waterworks Reserve. It is a "must visit" for anyone going 
to Tasmania - ed. 

"Bonsai with Tasmanian plants - my Journey so f a r  fmm Will Fletcher, Ridgeway, Tasmania 
The word bonsai literally is translated as "bon" meaning 'shallow tray or container', and "sai", a 'plant or 

planting.' This horticultural art form was pioneered in China several thousand years ago and extended in Japan, to be 
the exacting discipline that we know today. 
Most bonsai strives to achieve miniature representations of mature trees as we might find them in the wild, and often 
portrays trees or shrubs that you would find growing in extreme conditions such as mountain ridges or coastal 
peninsulas, plants with a windswept and weather-beaten countenance. Other examples are mature forest trees with 
moss nestled amongst the roots, evoking a quieter, more secluded scene. 
A bonsai is like a three-dimensional photograph; a tree or small scene is captured and highlighted; and just like a 
good photo, we strive for balance and interest in the composition. The result can range from restful, to majestic, to 
dynamic. 
Kyuzo Murslta (serving as the official bonsai gardener to the Imperial Japanese Household for almost 60 years), in 
the preface to his book The Four Seasons of bonsai, says "Almost any plant that mn be potted is suitable for 
bonsai. .. after all, what is more rewarding than the successful cultivation of an entirely new type of bonsai? If you keep 
experimenfing with everything you find, even with the wildflower that appear in your nursery uninvited - you will 
ultimately create a garden of bonse; that is fmh ,  appealing and truly your own". 
Most bonsai creations one is familiar with feature the trunk and branches, with the plant in balance with, and rlsing 
from, a low-sided pot, indicative of the horizontal landscape. However there are many attractive miniature gardens 
one can create. I am personally not inclined to use statues or other human-made constructions in bonsai. Unless it is 
extremely well done it belittles the landscape, it can look tacky and it leads the eye away from the natural creation. In 
the same way that one imagines the characters and scenes when reading a book, then sees the movie and is 
disappointed, a natural bonsai scane will evoke more mystery and imagination than one adorned with figures. 
Many Tasmanian plants are well suited to bonsal. Most have small leaves and many are long-lived. Our famous Huon 
Fine and Myrtle are prime candidates. 
There is not a huge following of using Australian plants foi bonsai. Many people I have spoken to have problems 
using the Australian flora, and I suspect that, after a few failures they decide it is too risky. But then you take 
someone like Ted Poynton in Clayton, Victoria, who has successfully included Australian plants amongst his bonsai 
creations for 40 or 50 years. He has exquisite examples covering many species, including a beautiful Acacia howiftii 
(weeping form) of about 20 years old, and magnificent Angophora costata of about 40 years, and some fine Agonis 
flexuosa. 
1 am not a student of the history nor the traditions of bonsai - rather just a lay person who has been intrigued by, and 
admiring of this art form. I have approached bonsai from a horticultural (entirely Tasmanian flora based) and design 
background, and find myself happiest working from this direction, not wishing to be overly constrained by the 
traditional Japanese styles. Thus my fondness for the quote from Kyuzo Murata. 
I have much to learn about keeping plants healthy and happy over a long period of time, and to what degree one can 
meddle with a particular species without causing it undue stress. My bonsai experience extends only six years and I 
still feel very much a beginner, both in design considerations and culture. But I am delighted and encouraged by the 
success (so far) of so many of our Tasmanian plants in adapting to life in a shallow container! 
Mostly I follow basic, well-known horticultural practices. For example, people shudder when I demonstrate cutting 3/* 
off the rootball of a potted plant, but then I cut off % or more of the leaf mass to maintain some equilibrium. The plant 



is then kept in a cool shady position with a regular sprinkle before hardening off. This is usually a troubldkm 
exercise, especially if performed in late winter or early spring. 
I do not (yet) involve myself with much wiring of branches (maybe I will as I become more confident). I especially do 
not like to see heavily wired bonsai on display (it reminds me of m e o n e  going out wearing just their underwear - not 
properly dressedl) Most of my plants I shape purely by pruning out unwanted branches, with minimal wiring. H m e r  
if one wishes to follow more traditional Japanese styling, then more wiring will be required. 

Caring for your bonsai 
The potting mix for bonsai must be open and well drained to achieve a healthy root system, but must also 

have some organic matter to hold water and nutrients. Commercial mixes are sometimes available (wherever good 
potting mixes are sold). It is also possible to sieve out the finer material from a normal potting mix, leaving a more 
open mix. This is quite a useful option, as quite often you do not need much mix. 

Regular watering is required, in summer every day or even twice a day, with the bonsai in a partially shaded, 
sheltered position. With the availability of electronic watering systems today, the responsibility of watering n w d  not 
be so demanding. 

I use Osmooote Pfua (for native plants, slow release 8-9 months) as a basic fertiliser, and in spring, for 
plants that haven't been recently potted on, I use a small pointy knife to open up 3 to 5 small holes in the potting mix 
and slip in about a quarter or half a teaspoon of Osmocote, then cover it up again. tf the plant Is yellowing in the 
leaves, a light liquid feed can be given by wetting the rootball, then soaking it in a dilute solution of Maxicrop or 
Seasol (say half recommended strength) for five minutes. Alternatively, foliar feeds of the same dilute mix could be 
used every two to four weeks. (I would like to move to more organic forms of nutrient supply - but as yet, haven't 
worked out what). 

During the growing season it is usually necessary to tip prune the new growth several times, unless you are 
desiring to extend the height or shape of your bonsai. Once every year or two it will be beneficial to root prunm - 
maybe one quarter to one third off the rootball, always ensuring that a good proportion of the foliage is trimmed off as 
well. The trimming of the roots does not, as many people believe, keep the tree stunted, but rather, keeps it healthy, 
as a vigorously growing root system wlll almost undoubtedly encourage a healthy tree. I prefer to undertake root 
pruning in very late winter or early spring, just before the new season's growth. This is the safest time. 

There are many good books available on bonsai. Browse in the library or bookshops. Bonurl wW 
AusIn,Ilan Nalive Plenir by Dorothy and Vita Koreshoff is a nice little book, but if you are a beginner, buy their 
Bonsal In Auslralia too. Both are released in paperback, and are not very dear. Apart from the first book, there is 
not a-lot of information dealing with the Australian flora. There are two bonsai clubs in Hobart, and many more around 
the country. 

I hope this information is of some assistance in helping you care for your bonsai. Regular watering is the 
main requirement. And keep your plants outside. By all means bring them in for weekends or special occasions, 
giving them an occasional misting, but then put them back (but preferably not on a day of extreme conditions). 

In our next Newsletter there will be a great selwhn of plants that have %It the nip of" WII's seceteurs, ending up in 
bonsai pots. Many occur or can be grown on the mainland too. 

WTII's nursery, Phnts of Tasmania was opened in September 1990 to propagate and supply Tasmanian 
native plants. They have an amazing diversity of stock from all manner of Tasmanian enirons. Many Tasmanian 
swea make ideal container plants end bonsai too. I enpyed immensely the landsmped gardens around the nursery 
which bature many of the plants. I saw this Nursery in it's early days in 1991 end then again M'sited in 1998 - g m t  to 
see the growfh end development. 

The nursery proides a poshhight  sem'ix too. No permits are muirrea' b r  the eastern states - but plants 
travelling to Western Australia do need inspection and a permit. Freight costs will vary according to the weight Five 
kilograms will cover up to 18 pots in square tubes or 15 in round tubes. The Nursery is open seven days a week h m  
9 - 5, and closed only on Christmas and Boxing days and the Targa (mad rally) affernoon. 

. Phone 03 6239 1583 or fax 03 6239 1 106. - ed. 

from Barbara Melville, Wyoming, NSW (August) 
Barbara writes that she has a lovely Tetratheca thymilblia coming into flower and in a couple of weeks will be 
magnificent. It is in great shape - needing minimal care too. 

It is "Flora Festival" time on the Central Coast. She and her husband are travelling in Western Australia 
during September and early October -"Chasing the wildflowers of course". 



from Liesbeth Uijtewaalde Vries, The Netherlands 
Limbdh is settling into her house and garden in Nmr. She is exdad about the design f i r  her gaden. She sap W e  
got a generous subMy h m  an organisation that promotes nefive plant in^, tying to testore nature a bit". 1 am 
intMued to know whet is 'nah'w' in that pad of EUW - -SO much has been deared and fa'srmed for so long. Jennie 
Lawrence was hoping to visit Liesbeth whilst on holidey in July so we may hear firsthand about ksbeth  and her 
plants. Liesbeth continues: 

The end of June was extremely hot in Neer, with temperatures a k v e  300. Although I gave my 'Aussies' en extra 
large pot this year (29 times larger than the ones they used to grow in, as calculated from the capacity of the 
containers), which should protect them from drying out too soon; I had to water them all each day, which took me 2 3  
hoursf If P"d kept them in small containers 3 should have watered them twice a day. Since the hose wasn't long snough 
to reach all the plants, I had to use the watering-n for many of them - !his meant lifting 100 litres of water each day. 
Anyway, it saved me the expense rf a fitness course. As to larger containers: some time ago I said I wouldn't use 
larger containers than the 35 litre ones. Well, I gave in - some large wattles are In 70 litre pots now. 
I'll include some pictures of my larger plants showing the ridiculously small containers they used to live In. You'll 
understand my decision for the 70 1. pots. But they don7 seem to mind the cramped space too much! H the size of the 
containers grows out of hand I might consider pruning the roots. But I never had the courage to do so yet. 
My banksias are doing well at the moment, maybe I found the right potting mix. I still take care not to over-water them; 
on rainy days I stand them under a roof and most of them look nice and healthy, The species that survived our winter 
are: 8. enriblia, media, integrihlia, senata, mbur, coo~nee (difficult), spinulosa and marginate. I've got young 
seedlings of B.bmwnii again, last year they suddenly died. 
I'm very happy with my Swainsonia hrmosa. One pot started off beautifully and showed some buds but suddenly they 
fell over, as well as the leaves. Fungal problems? I did take care not to over-water them. The plants am quite yellow 
now but may survive. The other pot had a slow start (too cold maybe) but has two flowers now that should open wilhin 

' a couple of days. I'm looking forward to It since I have never seen them in reality. I have used a freedraining mixture 
of perlite, standard pat-based compost and sowing compost in quite deep containers, (rose-pots or palm-pots, as we 
call them)". 
I do hope tiesbeth's Stud's Desert Pea flowers - I am quite amazed that she has done so well with them. They 
certainly are a spectacular flower, - ed. 

+++ 
Jennie and Liesbeth meet .......... 
In July, two members of this Study Group met each other. You may say "Is that especially interesting?" Let me tell 
you the story. 

Jennie Cawrence tivm Bumie, Tfisrnania ViW dat iws in Holland (which she had kit 61 years ago). I had 
glwn her Uasbeth UEjfewa8tds V h s '  sddms in Neer, (north of Maastricht), and they amnged Ibr Jennie to visit 
Neer. By ell accounts fmm both ledies, fhe visit was a great success. I quote now from Jennie's letter. 

"I was not prepared for what I saw - literally hundreds of pots of all sires sheltered by the houm aml stables. 
Myrtamae were well represented - Leptospennum, Melaleucer, Callisternon, Eucalyptus and Kunrea; some of them a 
couple of metres high in enamaus pots. There were Daisies, Wattles, Scesvolas, Billardieras, Sollyas, Kennedias 
and Hardenbergias; most of them in excellent condition. Liesbeth grows them from seed and cuttings, buying small 
plants at the annual sale across the border in Germany. She has some heating in her propagating frame and also has 
used the smoke treatment with some of her seeds". 

Jennie feels it is remarkable what Liesbeth has achieved. Those of you who have been members over the 
past two years will have seen regular contributions to the Newsletter from Liesbeth and we are delighted now to have 
some first-hand news of her plants from Jennie. 

tiesbeth wrote too - amazed at how much she and Jennie hed to talk about and the time passed very quickly. 
Jennie was able to help with some plant identification. What a coincidence - both had attended the same school in 
Gmningen and their fathers were attached to the same University. 

Speaking to Jennie and hearing from Liesbeth, I could tell it was a great meeting of Plants People. 

6@@ 
Travelling around - with Pat Kemson 
Ourlng the winter months of July and August, Pat was travelling in wtb& Australia, to Alice Springs, the west of 
Katatjuta (the Olgas) on the Wa&urton road to Laverton, zigzagging to the Pilbara and then down to Perth. I'm sure 
this would have been a great trip. 

ARer twenty-bur years living on bush acreages, Pat and Noel mwad into a unit in Hobart in January this 
year. Pat has been propagating various plants for her daughter's garden - but n w  has her own very small area and 



- 
is facing the challenge in a true gardener's spirit Her growing area is a small covered space facing north, sunny 
through winter and very little wind problem. There are a preponderance of exotics growing in the other units, so Pat is 
hoping to start a new fashion! Kris SchMer is most impressed with progress so far1 

She has a TeIopa truncata (Tasmanian Waratah) and Eucryphia lucida (Leathemrood) in containers, both 
from her former garden. Pat is most interested to hear what other members are growing and in promoting container 

- plants to a wider field. 
We look forward to hearing more about Pat's experiences and plans. . 

hrlonotes as a glasshouse (and container) plant 
(A report by George Wade, Emerifus Professor of Agriwff~re~ as seen on the Tasmanian APS web page by John 
Emms) 

Prionotes oerinthoides (Climbing Heath) is one of the glories of the rainforest of south west and west 
Tasmania, where it grows up the trunks of trees, often to heights of over 10 metres, and in early autumn is covered 
with waxy crimson bells 20-25mm long. After only limited success growing it in the open garden, I decided to try it as 
a container plant I hollowed out a length of tree fern trunk and filled it with a mixture of rotted wood, peat moss, loam 
and coarse sand, and planted a young specimen in the mixture. It was kept in the glasshouse with the intention of 
putting it outside when well established. However, it thrived and within a short time shoots were growing in the top of 
the container and were penetrating through the sides, so I left it in the glasshouse. It flowered in the first autumn after 
planting and has continued to grow well. Four years after planting it was growing out through the base of the tree 
fern. The glass house has off-peak heating during the colder months of the year so the night temperatures do not fall 
below about 8OC. In summer it is protected with shadecloth. The plant is now 12 years old and continues to flower 
abundantly in most seasons. Ensuring the container is kept moist is essential. 

Thoughts on Container Study Groups, from Lorna George, Central Coast Branch, AP.S, 

Has your APS (or SGAP) branch ever thought about forming a "Plants in Pots" interest group? 
For most people, plants in pots are an add-on activity to the main game of maintaining our gardens - and that 

is hard enough! It seems to me that most people have some plants in pots, and within some Branches there may be a 
small group for whom growing plants in pots is not an add-on activity. I am thinking of those living in units, those with 
limited garden space and in particular, of those older members who are moving into retirement settings of various 
kinds. Often older members tend to lose contact with other members, although interest is maintained through 
newsletters and Society publications. It becomes difficult to get out to night meetings and increasing frailty limits 
participation in some activities. 

Perhaps thought could be given in some Branches to organising meetings at convenient times and places (a 
Saturday or Sunday afternoon at a membets home, for example) for such members to talk about growing Australian 
native plants in pots. For instance: Do some plants take better to life in a pot than others? How long can a plant be 
expected to thrive? etc, etc. It only takes a few people interested in a subject to enjoy getting together, bouncing 
ideas off each other and sharing knowledge and expertise. Our "Plants in Pots" interest group (Central Coast Branch 
of APS, New South Wales) meets just three times a year. For those with an interest in growing Australian plants in 
containers, the meetings are fun and we all gain from sharing knowledge and experiences. There is still much to be ' 
learned about successfully maintaining Australian plants in pots. It is a challenge. Who knows what might develop out 
of such group activities? 

Certainly the Central Coast meeting I went to in June was great fun, with lots of tips and practical issues discussed. 
People brought a pot or fwo fo show or get some advice about. I shall include in future Newsletters some items from 
this group's past Minutes which could interest you. I know Liesbeth in the Netbetlands is part of a "Growing in Pots' 
group - perhaps there are others around who would be interested in getting together with like-minded people in your 
area. 

€300 



letter from John E m ,  Loch, Victoria. 
Amongst the 'not so common' plants that I have found to thrive in containers are: 
Spyn'dium pa&Iium (prostrate). This plant displays the shiny richgreen leaves and its prominent greyidWhite 
bracts all year - it is essentially a foliage plant. 
Zieria prostrata "Carpet Star". This is an endangered species, whose normal habitat is several headlands on the mid- 
north coast of New South Wales. It is another attractive foliage plant with clusters of small star-shaped pink flowers in 
early spring. 
Lomandra wnferfifoia ssp. leptostachya - a tuff-forming plant, light green with narrow straplike leaves. It has spikes 
of creamy flowers in the spring. This latter plant I bought for $1.50 at an APS plant sale. 

On looking up the Encydopsedia of Australian Plants, I see that several of the Lomandra species make excellent 
plants for cultivation in wntainers. I note that clumps of most specks divide readily -  the^ should be a portion of the 
rhizome on each division b r  the plant to grow successfully. 1 would imagine they would be hardy plants too. Thank 
you, John, for writing about your plants - an interesting trio - ed. 

@@@ 
2% also from John Emms, Loch, Victoria 
"A significant number of container plants can be lost over winter because of too much water being retained in the pot. 
After making sure that one has sufficient drainage holes in the base of the container and i5-20% porosity in the 
potting mix, I suggest raising the container off the ground using "pot feet". These are ceramic or terracotta wedges 
usually sold in packets of three. Prices do vary (considerably). Bunnings Hardware have Malaysian pottery ones at 
$1.50 for three. Worth having a try." 

I do find having pots raised off the ground excellent, and have used old brick pavers with success - or a wooden plank 
raised on bricks. I guess members all have their own little tricks. Share some with us. - ed. 

In July, Kris returned from an International Plant Propagator's conference in Cairns. She has again brought plants 
from the Atherton Tableland (See Newsletter #22, November 7999). Kris who lives on the lower slopes of Mount 
Wellington had a bushfire last Autumn on the notth-facing hill in front of her house that came within e stone's thmw of 
her property. If you know the area, that would have been very scary. 

a from Kris Schaffer, Nieka, Tasmania 

"Four days and nights of worry and sleeplessness due to the traffic of seventeen fire units. The frantic rush to move 
all my container plants from their shade in the bush was a huge effort. We have had the worst season as far as 
drought is concerned. We have used half of the dam for fire-fighting. The containers need water at least twice a day, 
many are getting too big. The Huon Pine (Lagarostrobus franklinii) is 28 years old and the King Billy and Pencil pines 
are going on for 15 years old, from seed. 
1 have not finished my stocktake for this year - i dread to think how many plants i have in containers. 
The plants that I bought from the Atherton Tablelands in 1999 are doing very well. They are now in 14cm and 20cm 
pots and the Lomandra fraxinifolia is in a 30cm pot and is 120cm high - what a treat! 
The containers sf the Gondwana plants for the Hobart Fiower Shtivv in October 2001 (see owdeaf) are also doing 
well. Space being a problem, a fellow APS member has let me move into her private irrigated nursery area. There are 
quite a few South American plants that are related to ours. This relative of our Sassafras is a magnificent plant for a 
pot. They were never intended to stay in pots but with the theme of Gondwana I couldn't help showing them off to 
everyone. The Eucryphias, Nothofagus and Telopea and related species are all looking fantastic. 

CULTIVATION I have been using "Wettasoil" and liquid feeding - they are so big - using up every last bit of space 
and nutrient in their pots. 
Whenever the cutting material looks good I take cuttings - the strike-rate has been good, but it does take time to build 
up numbers. 

Good luck Kris - a lot of work ahead. Thanks for writing and sharing what you are doing -ed 
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from Jan Sked, Lawnton, Queensland (continued from Newsletter 124) 
Three years ago a friend gave me four tubers of the Cardwell Lily, Pmphys amhInensis. I put each Into a 

250mm pot in a mix made up of a cheap commercial potting mix blended with coir peat and Osmocote. They sent up 
their huge round leaves each January and looked quite lush, but no flowers until this last February, when one of than 
had a large head of white flowers on a long fleshy stem. The flowers have just died off (March), but It appears to be 
setting seed, so I am very excited. I thought it may have been too cold here for them to flower but the last year has 
been very mild and quite wet. 

I have always been interested in bush tucker plants and am attempting to get a few growing in containers. I 
have a number of trees and shrubs in the garden which have edible parts. The ones I have in containers are the 
previously mentioned Tetmgonia tetragonoides, two Elatostema mtiwlatum (Rainforest spinach) and three Rubua 
rosifolius (Native raspberry). The Tetragonia and Elatostema take well to pot culture. Tetragonia grows naturally in 
littoral areas and near the sea, and Elatostema occurs in highland rainforest along the edges of creeks. I was 
surprised at how well it adapted to a container. I also have two more plants of it in hanging baskets to see how they 
do there. They are quite attractive plants with succulent-looking stems and dark green serrated leaves. Both th 
stems and the leaves can be eaten. 

The raspberries did not like being in small pots (150mm), so I have now transferred them into 250mm pots 
and they seem happier. They are naturally suckering and spreading plants and I am sure they will try to escape out of 
the bottom of their pots, but I am keeping them up off the ground to prevent thls. So far they have not flowered or 
fruited. 

I always keep a few Dianella sp. in pots and some Lomandra longbIi8, L. hystnx and L.spicata for use in 
displays. However, they eventually become too big for pots and have to be planted out. 

I have quite a lot of hanging baskets of plants. My son made me a frame that will hold about twenty4ght 
hanging baskets and I have another smaller one under the trees in the rainforest. There are also a few baskets 
hanging in some of the trees. 

Many of the small plants that will not grow successfully in my garden have been tried in hanging baskets, 
such as various Brachyscomes, Calotis, Fmnkenia, Hibbetfia, Leschenaultia, Scaevole. I have heavy clay soil and 
these types of plants do not survive the soil or the humid climate we have. Even in hanging baskets hey do not last 
for more than a couple of years. 

On the frame my son made me I have presently Zietia 'Carpet stat and a number of seedlings from it. They 
do exceptionally well in hanging baskets and look just grand. They do not do at all well in the garden. I also have 
Scaewla albida, which has been in a basket for many years and flowers most of the time. There are also two baskets 
of Mazus pumilio - one that has blue flowers and the other white. They are strange plants that seem to go yellow and 
die off for no apparent reason, and then after a while a whole lot of little new leaves appear again. I am not sure if 
these are entirely new plants or just the old ones regrowing. 

I must confess that the rest of the plants on that frame are Zygocactus, a whole range of them, in memory of 
my dear little mother who loved them. 

On the frame in the rainforest I have the aforementioned Elatostema reticulatum, a Lppodium sp. (Ta-ll 
fern), some Violas, Tripladenia cunninghamii (Sarsaparilla Lily or Bush Lily) and a Pemnia  sp. from Colin Cornford. 
I have room for a number of other baskets yet to come. 

In various trees in the garden are baskets of Hoyas and Pepemmia blanda. The Hoyas are: H. austmlis 
(three unidentified species), H.austm1js ssp. austrelis, H. austrelis ssp. oremicola, H.auatmlis ssp. tenulpes, H. 
camosa 'Black Magic', H. macgiIIivp8yff H. pottsii, H. pseudoIittorilis, H. sp.aff. holmghhi, H. sp. Bamaga and H. 
sussuela. Strictly speaking, I don't suppose H.camosa is really native, but it does occur on Christmas Island. H. 
'Black magic' is a beautiful wltivar of H.camosa. 

As you may guess from the above, I am rather partial to Hoyasl 

r - 

SPIRIT of GONDWANA 
GONDWANA FLORA EXPO - 2001 

Mary King and Kris Schdffer are coconvenors of this event. 
The Hobart City Hall has been booked for 31 October to 5 November 2001. 

The Hobart Flower show is always a great event - 
try to visit Tasmania 

at this time next year - you will be thrilled. - - 



At the moment I have two Angiopthis elnscfe (Giant fern) in 200 mm pds in my bush house. 1 think I shall 
probably try to keep !hem in containers. 1 have tried to keep them in the garden but they eventually died as I could not 
keep them moist enough. They need to stand in a saucer so that they remain moist. So far they are growing quickly 
end already have three quite long fronds. When I obtained them a few months ago, they were in 50mm tubs  and 
only had one small hnd .  I shall have to pot them into something bigger soon or they will tip over. I remember seeing 
one grow in a member's garden and the fronds were as tall as the house, (it was a low-set home). I have seen them 
growing naturally In Camarvon Gorge and on Fraser Island. 

I have tried various kinds of pulting mix over the years. At first I only used sand and peat moss (3 to I) with 
added slow-release fertiliser. It made a heavy mlx and if the sand contained tm much silt, the pots did not drain well 
Mer  a while. h later years I began to use colr peat in place of the peat moss and found it just as good. Eventually, I 
began to look for a lighter mix that I could handle better and started buying bags of cheap potting mix and adding coir 
peat (3 to I), water crystals and slow release fertiliser. The mixes were very variable and all seemed to break down 
raty quickly. But they light weight. In the last year I have found a good quality potting mix that is manufactured 
locally at Kllcoy and am having gmd success with it. It is much more expensive to buy, but I do not have to add 
anything to it, as it wntalns peat, water crystals and slow-release fsrtiliser. I do sometimes add a little more water 
crystals if the plants are rainfore$ or ferns hat shouldn't dry out. t don't know if it is sold outside Quaensland. It is 
Ssarle's Premium p d n g  mix and comes in 30 or 00 litre bags. 

Looking o w r  this Newsletter, them seems to be a need to do some comparative work on the use of various potting 
mixes - ed. 

Pat'. Pots 
Judy Barker, of the Australian Daisy Study Group, kindly brought me last December, a Brachysoome 

tenuiscapa var. pubescens which is flowering away outside my kitchen window - a great delight. Its home range is 
from Queenslartd to Tasmania (though it has only been recorded once on the island). It ocwrs in open forest on well- 
drained soils and on granite outcrops. 

I potted it on into a 20cm pot (from the tube) in March, and it has now spread over the whole pot - 
ready for splitting up and repotting again after this burst of flowering is finished. It flowered first for us on Christmas 
Day - a lovely surprise; then at the end of January it decided that was enough. This flowering started, much to my 
aurprfsa, in July, and each day I see new buds appearing. It certainly is a great container plant, I love their sturdy 
bludmauve flowers on the 12-.15m stems. 

During the summer I kept the pot in the shade of my Huon Pine, and over the winter period it has been out 
in full sun (when we've had any) and it appears quite happy. (It needs protection from slugs and snails). 

During September and October I have had lots of color in my pots. The two large pots of Dendmbium 
delicetum and D. kingienum are just full of blossom. They are so hardy and easy to care for too. But it was a mistake 
bringing some inside as cut flowers - their perfume is not attractive. 

Further delight comes from a bowl of Schoenia fiI&Iia - a West Australian annual herb with yellow papery 
flowers, grown from seedlings given to me when visiting the NSW Central Coast. They travelled home quite well in a 
plastic bag. Another two bowls of spring color are Rhodanthe manglesii, grown from seed sown in June. They are 
another annual herb, about 30cm high with papery bracts on pink flowerheads 2 - 2.5cm diameter - very showy. 
These do prefer a frost-free area I understand. A neighbour brought me a packet of seed from the West and I was a 
bit uncertain if they would come up. i shall certainly sow them again. 

I haven't finished adding 'Wettasoil" for easier summer maintenance - must get on with it. 

"On d i y  thangs ... and high heels" 
Thanks to Lindy, Editor of the Kumngar Bush Telegraph b m  Kuranga Nursery in Ringwood b r  permission to reprint 
this a M e .  Kuranga is always a great place to visit with lots of interesting plants, pots and garden ornaments. 

'when wandering about a nursery looking for a pot for use outdoors, you'll probably find yourself checking to see 
whether the container you've finally chosen comes with a 'drip tray' and if not, you may go looking for the closest 
matching one available. 

If you like the look of a pot with a drip tray then by all means purchase one but, If you are purchasing one out 
of habit, save your money. The use of drip trays is at best unnecessary and expensive and, at worst, it may result in 
the decline and even the eventual death of the plant. The main problem associated with sitting pots in drip trays is 
that water usually remains in the drip tray after you have watered or it has rained. The roots can become waterlogged 
and rot. 



Tasmanian alpine-type plants. The first one contains Pfilotus spathulatus, Lomandra nana, Xyris muelleri, Velleia 
montana and Pultenaea prostrata. The second one is planted with lsolepis aucklandica, Kelleria dieffenbachii and 
Euchiton imbricola with its very velvety-silver leaves, and Stylidium tepperana a minute gem from Kangaroo Island 
given to me by Kris Schaffer. These pans are topped with cream pebbles and look very good. 
In a tub on a cupboard that houses a lot of gardening gear, 1 have a large pot of Dendrobium "Eureka B. Hewitt", 

which has masses of perfumed cream spikes. This is a very early flowering form that was given to me by a friend who 
lives in Queensland. In my glasshouse at present there is a plant which pleases especially and it will be brought out 
for display before long. For me, it is a great achievement. Kath Deery of Ringwood, Victoria, had given me a piece of 
Dendrobium speciosum in 1994. 1 planted it into a trough-like tree-fern log and thought that it would never flower in 
Tassie. It has sat quietly in the glasshouse and this year has produce eight strong healthy-looking spikes. Needless 
to say, I am delighted. 

5 B 1 
"Gardening Australia" 
It was good to see two interesting items on the popular ABC-TV program - one on "Plants in Tubs" and another 
segment on "Alpines in containers" but it was disappointing to see that only one Australian plant was mentioned - a 
Syzygium australe which had been pruned and grown as a 'standard'. 

They also had a brief demonstration on how to make a low concrete trough for alpinelrockery plants using 
two polystyrene boxes as the framelmould - a smaller size box inside, leaving an even space (about 10cm) around to 
pour in 'Readymix 'concrete. Make one or two drainage holes in the bottom while the concrete is wet, (they used 
glass jars) and allow to set for 2-3 days. The rough edges of the container are soon cowered by the plants. 

I did write to Peter Cundall after the~program-l-quote~frommy_letter~"lenjoyedthe~~two-segmentsin_your_ 
program on 11 August on growing alpine plants and then the piece about growing in containers. As leader of the 
above Study Group in the Australian Plants Society, I was dismayed to see only one Australian native plant 
mentioned. There are just so many species of our own flora that are suitable for tub/pof culture. Perhaps a futum 
program concentrating on these could be organised. It would be great!" 

I continued and told him about one of our members in Tasmania (Kris Schaffer) and her excellent collection 
of alpine plants and Tasmanian endemic plants in containers. Also mentioned the flower show in Hobart in November 
2001 with "Gondwana flora" as the theme. The reply from one of the production team was very bureaucratic and 'ho 
hum'l 
I do hope some of you saw the program segment on Friday 13 October about Sue Forrester and Bill Molyneux's 
garden at Dixon's Creek in Victoria. (Near Yarra Glen). Several shots of their lovely selection of potstcontainers of all 
shapes and sizes were shown and were a highlight of the program. 
Sue spoke at the Maroondah Group of Australian Plants Society in November 1999, and her talk appeared in our 
Newsletter of March 2000. 

Financial Report for period 1 November 1999 to 30 June 2000 
Opening balance at 1 November 1999 $431 36 
Income Subscriptions 82.00 Expenditure Print March N'letter 24.05 

Bank interest 4.56 Postage 26.90 
TOTAL 86.56 Sundries (phonelfax) 8.15 

FID -18 
TOTAL 59.68 

Closing balance at 30 June 2000 $458.29 
An up-todate Financial Report will be included in the next Newsletter. 

Welcome to  new members: 
Lyn Thompson, of Woodforti, NSW, a busy, stalwart member of Australian Plant Society, N.S.W. Region. 
John Randall, Springfield, NSW, a member of Central Coast District Group. 
Pam Valentine, Liverpool NSW, who lives in a town house and "more or less forced into container plants". 

Next Newsletter 
With the aim of producing the next Newsletter in early February 2001, 1 would appreciate your letters and 

contributions by late January - but would be quite happy to receive them before Christmas, before people go away 
and get festive1 

lo 



Rather than spending your money on drip trays for your pots and containers, invest in a bottle of soil-wetting 
agent, such as ~u l t ic rop '€co~ef ,  Multicrop Water Storage Crysf~Is  or similar. These products allow for thorough 
watering of the plant and maxirnise the safe retention of moisture in containers. If your pot plant requires daily 
watering in summer, this may mean that the potting mix has dried out at some stage between waterings. Subsequent 
watering results in the water running over the surface of the soil, down the inside of the pot and out the hole at the 
bottom without giving the roots a chance to actually have a drink. This very common problem is easily fixed by a 
treatment with the products above. 

Even the best potting mix will deteriorate with time so remember to re-pot every now and then. As tempting as 
it is, try not to skimp on the potting mix and choose only those bearing the Australian Standard Mark on the bag. 
Check whether the potting mix contains a wetting agent - if it doesn't you will need to add some. 

Don't be tempted to add a layer of crock or gravel to the bottom of the container. This is generally considered 
unnecessary with the advent of quality potting mixes and more often results in the waterlogging of roots which come 
in contact with this crock or gravel mixture at the bottom of the pot. 

One piece of terracotta or similar may be used to stop the soil washing out of very large, single drainage 
holes as long as care is taken to allow free passage of water past this obstacle. If you've always used a layer of crock 
or gravel to prevent slugs, slaters and worms from using the drainage holes as the entrance to hotel accommodation, 
then you might like to use plastic fly-wire or shade-cloth over the drainage holes when you re-pot. This generally 
keeps the blighters out and an occasional check to make sure that the water is draining through is all that will be 
required thereafter. 

"Well, this is all very well," I hear you say, "but I don't want nasty soil and water marks on the timber decking 
or concrete paving where I display my terracotta containers and the water doesn't drain well when the pot comes in 
contact with soil". 

This was a point until someone invented high heels for pots. You know, those dinky little terracotta things that 
you couldn't fathom a use for, or thought looked a total waste of time. Just three or four under a pot is all you need to 
remedy a multitude of problems, and they look lovely and one size 'high heel' usually fits all. 

If you prefer a drip tray, pop some pieces of broken tile or the like under the pot so that the base sits just 
above the water in the tray. If you suddenly realise that waterlogging may be the reason you've had trouble 
successfully growing container plants and are now the owner of a collection of suddenly superfluous drip trays, 
despair not. They make great little spas for small birds that are generally not keen to splash about in deep bird baths. 
These trays can often be made to sit very snugly into the crook of some low tree of shrub branches. This way, they 
are in shade, the water doesn't get too hot in summer or evaporate too quickly, and it's out of reach of aggravatin' 
mogs. Just remember to top up daily in summer because those little birds seem to fling water left, right and centre 
when they bathe. 

Lofs of useful information - thanks Lindy. Another use for those spare drip-frays. Fill with small pebbles or gravel with 
a little water and sit your bonsia or small plant on fop through the summer months - ed. 

<><<><><>><> 

It is now two years since I sat on Jeaneffe and Don's jarrah decking on a warm September day, enjoying their garden 
and her variety of wnteiner plants. I also copied her idea of painting fhe polystyrene boxes where my cuttings and 
small plants grow - they are so light to move around and look so much better in green. From their deck them is a 
magniiiceni 'bornwed landscape' o i  [tie southern aspect of Mount Wellington. Jeanette is the Study Group Liaison 
Officer for Tasmania and currenfly Leader of the Kingborough Group of Australian Planfs society, Tasmania - ed. 

Container Plants on our sunny deck - from Jeanette Closs, Kingston, Tasmania 
I feel inspired after reading other contributions to the Newsletter. My success rates are not very high as my 

fertilising routine leaves a lot to be desired. However there is usually a display to please the eye on our large jarrah 
deck, which faces northeast. Some months of the year there is little in flower but there is always a variety of shades 
of green or silver. 
In two big earthenware tubs I have an excellent variegated form of Eucryphia lucida, the Tasmanian Leatherwood and 
a Nothofagus cunninghamii, the Myrtle Beech. These are about I .5m high. At one end of the deck there is a handrail 
and in the- corner is a Grevillea 'Moonlight' in a large tub. This is about 2m high, but the flower spikes seem to abort, 
although the one in the garden flowers very well. Alongside the rail I have placed four troughs, which are polystyrene 
boxes once used for transporting fish to restaurants. They measure 80cm long, 30cm wide and 25cm deep. These 
troughs are very light to move around and 1 have painted them bush green with fencing paint. In these I put whatever 
plants are bushy and attractive and of course, the pots are almost out of sight in the troughs. 
I have three terracotta troughs which are 35 x 15cm. In one I have a Pultenaea pedunculata, in another, Grevillea 
preissii ssp. preissii; both of these cascade beautifully; and in the third one I have the little gem, Thomasia pygmaea 
,which is just coming into flower. (Late August). In two large terracotta pans 1 have planted some very small 


